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Abstract
This paper presents a new approach to hypermedial computer aided architectural design environments. The
concept is to create a whole CAAD hypermedia environment based on object oriented approach. This was
probably a dream in the past but new technologies make this possible. To introduce the subject let us think to a
system based on an object oriented environment, with hypermedia capabilities and dynamic creation of data
structures, all these things may be managed by a single application using OLE (Object Linking and Embedding)
technology provided by MS Windows. Some years ago we were waiting for a universal browser able to manage all
kind of data and formats such as text, images, movies and sounds. Let us think to an object oriented file system, we
can store all objects and save relations amongst them, then we can use a browsing or quering template to read
and retrieve data.
Three cases of study developed by Diset are discussed in this paper: HyperMedia Design Kit, De Architectura and
On Line Architectural Sites Projects.
Introduction
What can we do with hypermedia applications? To understand the ’future’ trend let us review the recent past.
Early in the ’80ies we started to use integrated productivity environment what we call today ’suite’ like MBA
Context for HP9000/200, in the same period, care of Visicorp Visicalc and later MS Multiplan and Lotus 123,
’worksheets’ arise to success. Throughout ’90ies ’suites’ like MS Office or Lotus Suite were a best seller, such
applications can exchange data statically or dynamically one to another but still remain different enviroments such
Word, Excel, Access. Next step was to introduce hypermedia capabilities to integrated applications and later
object linking and embedding level one and two. In the meantime great effort were devoted to standard data format
both for files and for memory access.
Let us think now at the long evolution path between data management and data sharing step by step from local
data base to distributed data base and information highways. We can at least obtain the whole power of data
mixing and merging together. Users start to think to a general browser in order to ’navigate’ different sets of data
neglecting the master application. Object oriented applications are very close to this approach and on the other
hand Internet browsers like Mosaic, Netscape, HotMetal let the users ’surf between texts, pictures, sounds and
movies. This is partially due to the performance increase in hardware that unleash the power of computing, all this
not neglecting that software technology was for a long time less advanced than hardware. Next software
generation will probably include full object oriented operating system and data base technology applied to file
systems to let the user store and retrieve data as preferred. Imagine to use a distributed data base simply formatting
data using a self-built form and a natural language query. Software will become even more ’intelligent’
understanding users needs and simplifying complex tasks. Power enhancements of computing will probably be
devoted to create and manage a new interaction between human and machines.
HyperMedia Design Kit: The Concept

Now let us think about our everyday job, we have to manage different texts, data sheets, drawings, sketches, voice
notes, photographs and movies in different source formats for each job and, at least, manage different jobs.
Every single piece can be stored in a different part of the file system using tree hierarchy. Using special
environments we can use groups or aliases to organize in a different way the same data. Using such approach we
can usually deal with some problems like direct management of whole information in different form and formats.
Suppose we have a job with drawings, texts, data sheets and images one of the most common way to store
information is to create a tree named ’job’ and subtrees for each kind of information drawings, texts, etc. This is a
good approach but is not yet the best because all the work is carried out by the user creating the structure and the
logic links., Another problem is the duplication of data on the tree.
De Architectura: Hypermedia On Line Architecture, Building & Construction Bookshelf
Project Description & Aims
This proposal identifies, as we said, a set of ’desiderata’ in the field of building and construction, and in the
meantime tries to solve the problem of sharing information and transfer research between universities, research
centres and end users (both industry and architects). Differently from other fields ’building and construction’
seems to have no reference point, industry and architects have no special ’sites’ where they can look for updated
technical or legal information, research papers, new solutions, industry standards. All these things will be
amplified if information sharing is extended across Europe. Preliminary studies about this project started early in
1994 and a panel session called ’Internet Cyberspace’ that was held on December 21st ended this phase than in
January 95 a Beta site of ’De Architectura’ was released.
In the Architectural, Building k Construction field, a problem in communicating and transferring information and
knowledge between researchers, architects and industry is evident. This situation causes a critical point which is
reflected in the lack of efficiency that slows the increase in quality and diffusion of the innovation.
With the opening of the European markets such a problem is even more evident. The creation of a virtual
community across European borders is a concrete solution to our problem. This trans-national and trans-sector
virtual community will be achieved mainly by creating a virtual space as a framework where ’Architectural
People’ can find updated information, research results and structured communication channels.

De Architectura project proposes, the creation of an Internet sub-network based on different pilot sites totally
devoted to architecture, building & construction. Usually people says that you will find everything in Internet and
on the other hand information related to any kind of themes is already present in Internet, the only problem is to
find it. Fortunately the distribuited structure of Internet itself is a good guarantee of reliability because
theoretically data is located directly at source.
One of the first goal of the project is to design a framework for data and to structure available information for
users need. After the beta testing of De Architectura different sites, such as industries or associations, may be
added to the sub-network and after the validation of the whole project, during the exploitation phase, tools to
create, to maintain and to structure additional WEBs, will be provided to transfer knowledge and extend the
network.
Navigating ’De Architectura’ the users will find:
● sites where information is collected in a structured manner, basing selection criteria on users needs;
● experience and collaboration interchange;

●

●

●

●
●
●
●
●

a virtual place where the debate about different ways to achieve a result and a different point of view will be
held;
a direct line between international operators and national and international institutions (public
administration, national and international standards institutes, technical commissions) ;
a virtual corner where to announce in real-time cultural events such as symposiums, conferences, seminars,
courses, meetings making available in electronic source format abstracts, proceedings, grey paper;
a real-time observatory of European market and European research results;
a virtual interface between different worlds like research, culture, industry and market;
a forum devoted to advanced projects and research;
a shortcut to access data-base and information services;
an updated and exhaustive bibliography.

The services described above are only a small amount of services provided via DeA. This on-line European
information bookshelf will improve quality of work and information interchange between different organisations
in different countries. Users will have on-line a huge amount on structured hypermedia information and data
ranging from ECE news to technical handbooks and data sheets, latest research results and papers. Data will use
different media ranging from texts and graphics to sounds, video, animation and VR navigation using VRML
browsers. If the user is browsing the data base looking for a product he will find, in addition to general textual
information, drawings, images and technical animation to describe the functionality and real aspect of the item.
One section of DeA bookshelf will be devoted to Computer Aided Architectural Design and will contain useful
information on drafting, solid modelling, design, project management, back office activities such as information
sharing and local area networks, etc. this section is part of the Emwac (European Microsoft Windows Academic
Center) project.

In addition information management in architectural sector is generally achieved in traditional non automated form
like brochures, newsletters, fairs and speeches. Recently the use of CD-ROMs and simple multimedia application
has been tried. Such products act like spots without co-ordination, interoperativity and real time updating but may
be an interesting support tool in the future.
One of the main goals of De Architectura is to create an efficient framework for information and data delivered
from:
Universities - didactic, research, PhD courses, laboratories, conference and seminars
Cultural Entities - cultural activities, promotions, documentation and services
Research Centres - work in progress, results, papers, courses and seminars Testing laboratories - services, test
results, test standards
National and European Institution - standards, regulations, laws, commissions activities, funding, programmes;
Regulations Entities - information about different commissions, on-line consultation, on-line data base browsing,

electronic newspaper
International Research Centres - activities, commissions, news, gray paper, conferences, electronic news papers.

Fig. 1 - Ricci Oddi Internet Art Gallery - Home Page
The main structure of De Architectura Web is composed by:
Research, Standards, Organizations, Components, Software, News & Events, Books.
Under Research section users will find links to mayor research centers and universities, a map of research themes,
a selection of papers and results.
Standards section includes references to standards organizations and laboratories.
Organizations includes references to associations, SIGs, groups and ECE news.
Components is devoted to technical data sheets and new products, digital data and software application for
designers.
Software section includes computer aided architectural design applications showcase and demos with a complete
seto of techhnical information.
News/events is devoted to competitions, fairs, awards, conferences. In this section users will find papers,
participation details, downlodable files.
Books contains a complete bibliography in architecture and construction field.
Development Tools
There are, at least, two different problems to solve developing De Architectura, the first one is to design a
framework to manage and mantain the knowledge, the second one is to develop and trim a toolchest.
Bringing the focus on the toolchest, one of the first step of the project is to develop a powerful data retrivial tool
based on a relational data base management system to solve queries and an ’html engine’ to write automatically
html pages on the web as a response. Some other tools developed by WebGroup are: a set of macro to translate
MS Viewer rtf files into html files and utilities to manage icon graphics and html document creation.

Fig. 2 - European Microsoft Windows Academic Center - Home Page.
De Architectura is working at URL http://www.dea.polimi.it and is referenced at NCSA, CERN and Yahoo.
On Line Architectural Sites
Another hypermedia application developed by Diset is an evolution of an application presented during the last
edition of Virtual Project ’94. The anchestor was a virtual fair working in virtual reality enviroment characterized
by multiresolution booths and hypermedia access to technical information, This year the announce of VRMI.
capabilities during 3rd WWW Conference in Darmstadt and the enthusyastic presentation carried out by Mark
Pesce acted as a cathalizator or interest for people waiting for a network virtual reality environment. Some
technical information were published some months before during Virtual Reality World in Stuttgart but a real
demo was available only in Darmstadt. The main aim of the project is to develop a complete procedure to build
hypermedia VR model representing buildings and urban plans associated with different kind of information:
images, texts, movies. The same environment will be used to plan activities during the building process.
The procedure start with a three dimensional model, then a converter produces a file format compatible with
VRMI. and a inverse projection based algorythm to manage photographic images of the site to be converted in rich
textures. Working in such a field we will re-use the knowledge we acquire working in virtual reality, building
efficient VR models.
Conclusions
These are some af the most recent experiences carried out by Dept. Iset of Politecnico di Milano. We started
working with Multimedia and Hypermedia more than five years ago (see Muenich, Budapest, Barcelona and
Eindhoven ECAADE Proceedings) on computer aided architectural design procedures based on hypertexts and
hypermedia technology, we developed technical handbooks, regulation collection prototypes as UNI, building
components catalogues, hypemedia fair catalogues, hypermedia conference proceedings and other thing working
off line. We are now moving towards on-line documentation and integration between on-line access and CD-ROM
based huge data sets.
A new field of interest is art, ancient buildings and history of architecture as showed by Ricci Oddi Art Gallery
and On Line Architectural sites.

Appendix A - Historycal Background
De Architectura project mainly consists in a hi-tech hypermedia information provider. To create such an object we
need different kind of knowledge: knowledge about the contents and knowledge about the framework and lastly
knowledge about hypermedia technology and user interface.
Knowledge about Architectural and Buildings subjects will be mainly contribution of Engineering and
Architecture Faculty and on the other hand knowledge about the technological framework will be contribution of
IT Communities. One of the first companies joining the project was Microsoft Europe.
Here under is a brief description of the main technologies involved in the project.
One of the technologies pointed out from De Architectura project is hypermedia. This term is due to the fusion of
two different terms: Hypertext and Multimedia. Multimedia is a common term standing for a communication via
two or plus media (eg. text and sound or text and video), usually multimedia applications allows interaction by the
reader. The result of such a ’fusion’ is really much more than the simple sum of two different technologies. Let us
concentrate on hypertexts now.
The hypertextual applications, well known to experts in this field, were introduced by Vannever Bush whose
article appeared on the ’Atlantic Monthly - As we may think’ in 1945 (Bush 1945). Bush describes in this article
the concept of an equipment he called MEMEX. Memex is an associative equipment aiming to organise
documentary items. The needs arose during world war II when Bush was the scientific consultant of the US
President Roosvelt. The real problem was to create a file of the whole scientific, technical, industrial and military
information received into the US state archives. Traditional procedures of filing soon became obsolete due to the
large amount of data coming from the research and development process activated by the war. In addition the fast
evolution of technical and scientific fields required a similarly developed tool in order to handle and memorise
such data.

Fig. 3 - http server at Diset Politecnico di Milano - Home Page.
The idea expressed in the article describes Memex system as an automatized file in which are inserted reports,
documents, forms, etc. The automation will allow subsequently a quick search of the data required.
The foreseen storage consulted was standardised in microfilms browsed by means of a multiscreen projector. The
reason why Memex is considered the prototype of today’s hypertextual systems, is that the whole system is based
on a convention and must be completed with an associative index tools in order that the piece of information
recalled can call immediately another one linked with it. In other words the amount of information is filed on
microfilms in a semi-structured way. Later on the consulting paths (trails) are defined creating links between items
available. Such paths are prepared to give a thematic key of access to the information.
Following the initial impact stirred up by Bush’s article subsequently reported in ’Time’ and ’Life’, for

approximately twenty years nothing more was heard of this associative filing system. In the sixties, the age of
mainframes, Dought Engelbart, better known as ’father’ of the mouse, started the research on hypertext and
became one of the most important pioneers. The Augment NLS (oN Line System) research project was in fact
carried out care of the Stanford Research Institute (SRI). Such project creates the first real hypertext whose
prototype was introduced during the Fall Join Computer Conference in 1968. Notwithstanding the success
obtained with the presentation of such a product, among other things the first example of interactive procedure, the
Augment NLS project became transformed into an office automation product.

Fig. 4 - De Architectura - building on the web - Home Page.
However it is Ted Nelson and his ’Literary Machine’, published by the Author in 1984, who should be considered
the real ’father’ of hypertext. In 1965 he invented the word ’hypertext’, derived from studies carrying the hyper
prefix in mathematics field (Hyper stands for multidimensional). The project proposed by Nelson was called
Xanadu (Nelson 1990) and foresaw the realisation of an universal container where to devote the entire spectrum of
human knowledge. In other words it was a global ’literary machine’ able to handle the foresaw of memory
diffusion and access to data. From a physical point of view the project foreseen the use of a network of computer
systems able to answer locally the most frequent enquiries (FAQ) and enter in the ’back end’ for the rest of
enquiries.
Recently part of Xanadu project has been sold to the Xanadu Operating Company, Nelson still available as a
consultant (One of the companies involved, some years ago, was Autodesk). In such a context we should not
forget what was done by Xerox PARC (Palo Alto Research Center) researchers where the graphic user interface
with icons, displayable fonts etc. was first designed and realised (GUI, Smalltalk).
Subsequently hypertexts were studied analysed and tested until the dynamic Apple thought to use them as their
own vehicle of advertising, supplying their customers with a tool commonly known as ’Hypercard’ able to
generate, among other things, hypertextual applications. Such a development provoked an immediate response m
the micro- computer world inducing other producers to invest in applications belonging to the above field. In fact
the today’s state of art is particularly receptive to the diffusion of hypertext and thanks to the ever increasing
diffusion of multiple windows GUI it represents a fertile field of hypertexts development. In addition it should be
considered that at the same time there are being designed multimedia extensions and new graphic interfaces (eg.
pen extensions), Among the tools available on PCs there is Guide born in Unix environment then transferred by
Owl on PCs and Macs, MS viewer, Asymmetrics ToolBook, Matesys Object Script, Macromedia Macro Mind
Director, Adobe Acrobat and Quick Time Apple System 7 native environment.
In the last few years hypertext and hypermedia tools has been developed for network sites navigation like
Gophers, Web and more. Particularly interesting with reference to DeA project is the work carried out at CERN
and NCSA in the field of hypermedia network systems. Generally speaking hypermedia network systems are

strictly bound to Internet Technology.
The most important aspect of the Internet is that it allows more than 25 million people (a number that is growing
rapidly) to exchange ideas and information in new and innovative ways. As more people get connected and the
technology advances, the Internet becomes more and more exciting. Five years ago the coolest applications were
electronic mail and file transfer. Today’s Internet is a whole new world with advanced information systems and
incredible volumes of content. The next wave of applications may well be focused around real-time collaboration
such as audio and video conferencing. An internetwork is simply a collection of networks. The Internet refers to a
specific collection of networks around the world linked together using the TCP/IP protocol suite. The Internet has
become so ubiquitous that sometimes it is simply referred to as a Net.
The Internet began in the late 1960s as a research project sponsored by the US government through DARPA the
Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency. Today Internet has grown to more than 2 million hosts in over 130
countries. In addition to the DARPANET, the US portion of the Internet includes Milnet, NASA Science Internet
and the largest of these networks, NSFNet. As recently as the late 1980s the Internet was considered by many as
something for computer geeks to entertain themselves with. Although the Net did provide a foundation for
collaborative research among universities for many years, only recently the Internet has become part of business
and commerce, especially in high-tech industries. The Internet is quickly finding its way into the nation’s
secondary schools with programs such as the NSF-sponsored Global Schoolhouse, which is connecting high
school students around the world with Internet technologies. One of the most useful aspects of the Internet is that it
is a great means for dissemination of information about itself and software for using it. Since the Internet is so
dynamic, much of what is written on it is out of date by the time it is printed. For this reason, it is better to refer to
the referenced sources on the Internet for the latest specifications and data. Many different services are available
by the Internet like ftp, telnet, email, Archie, Gopher, etc. but the most interesting feature is surely the World Wide
Web.
The World Wide Web (or simply Web) project started at CERN (the European Laboratory for Particle Physics)
research laboratories in Switzerland. The Web is a wide- area hypermedia information retrieval initiative aiming to
give universal access to a large universe of documents. What characterises the Web most is that its protocols are a
superset of many of the most common Internet application services, and that there has been tremendous growth in
the diversity of information published in the Web format. Web servers exist for libraries, corporations, research
scientists, and so forth, covering topics from aeronautics to molecular biology. There are many different client
applications to access Web, Mosaic, Netscape etc.. Mosaic has become very popular, but it’s important to
remember that this is merely one implementation of the Web protocols. Mosaic also implements other protocols,
so it can be used as a replacement for ftp and Gopher in addition to using it as a viewer of Web information.

Fig. 5 - Emwac Web - downloadable information.
Appendix B - More about Base Technology
The creators of Web developed several application-layer protocols and a document- publishing standard. The three
key concepts are URLs, the Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) (HTML 1995), and the Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol (HTTP).
In a hypertext environment, the key requirement is being able to globally represent any item of information or
resource. For the Internet this is an especially hard problem, since the universe potentially consists of all Internet
hosts. Out of the Web effort came the first stab at a formalised syntax, called Uniform Resource Locators, used to
refer to globally available information. URLs are essentially an extension of a full pathname. URLs add a prefix
that indicates the type of retrieval method to use, along with a host domain name indicating the physical location
of the information. The remainder of the URL is the pathname to a document (usually), along with any retrieval
options that might be allowed (most often an account name and password). URLs are quickly becoming the
standard for representing locations on the Internet (URL 1995).
Once you have a mechanism for implementing links, you need a mechanism for incorporating them into on-line
documents. The creators of Web define HTML to represent hyperlinked documents on the Web. An HTML
document can contain graphics, rich text, sound, video, and links to other HTML documents all around the world.
HTML is implemented ad a Document Type Definition (DTD) in Standard Generalized Markup Language
(SGML), which is a language for specifying grammars in a document. SGML does not define any formatting
conventions, but rather lets you tag text structurally; you use it only in concert with a DTD, which essentially
defines a style sheet or set of allowable structure elements in a document. Generally, SGML text resembles an
off-line formatting language such as RTF or troff where the user edits a standard text file and later processes it to
actually display the formatting, In order to publish rich hypertext information on the Web, you set up a Web server
in a manner similar to setting up a gopher server and then populate the server with HTML documents linked
together.

Fig. 6 - De Architectura - Events / Services page.
Something more exciting was shown during the ’Third International World Wide Web Conference’(WWW 1995)
that was held in Darmstadt (D). Many interesting new features were presented, Mr Jean Paoli presented
’Authoring Methods for the WWW’, Mr Mark Pesce presented Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) also
discussed by Mr Way Ting from Silicon Graphics. This language is an important enhancement for Internet surfers,
thanks to this language you can mix interactive 3D graphics, as in VR walkthrough, and HTML hypermedia.
Another interesting presentation was held by Mr Thomas Reardon from Microsoft, he spoke about the Microsoft
Network (MSN) a commercial network where every information is easily accessible and well structured.
Many corporations and organisations such as universities and research centres have direct links to the Internet. For
some home users or employees of an unconnected organisation, you will probably have to rely on a low-cost,
low-bandwidth connection through a local provider. Over 100 Internet providers in Europe offer some form of
service to the Internet; most offer 9600/14.4Kb service via modem. Many providers are either evaluating or in the
process of extending their service to ISDN (out of Telecom’s Monopoly) switched 64Kb or to other
higher-bandwidth technologies.
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